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GREENSBORO, NC; February 2, 2020—First-time author Jo Ann
Warren has written a book targeted for readers from two to five years
old. Enticing photos and brief, simple text provide the hallmarks of
this engaging nonfiction picture book. Throughout the story, Jo Ann
“allows readers to see the world through her grandson’s beautiful
young eyes and kind loving heart.”
Each color-coded, front-and-back pair of pages presents a new,
fascinating place the author and her grandson visited. The repetitive
text “Gigi, look!” introduces readers to each locale. Listeners and
readers alike will have to wait until they turn the page to discover
where Jo Ann and her grandson are.
This duo’s fun adventures follow the course of the seasons,
so that provides an adult who’s reading this book aloud an
opportunity to talk about the seasons of the year with young
listeners. Places visited include an apple orchard, a food market,
a city with tall buildings, a restaurant, a dairy farm where the two
enjoy ice cream, a basketball game in a park, and a museum where
her grandson plays a valiant knight in search of a princess.
Further adventures take them to the shore where they watch
the waves, a very old mill with a stone building and fences, the
beach, an outdoor concert with a pizza picnic, and a sandbox in
the yard filled with multitudes of little toys.

“Jo Ann has been a fascinating educator for more
than 40 years. I am so excited that she has written
this book! For so many of her students, she was a third
parent, and her studio was a second home. Sharing
the experiences with her grandson is priceless. I wish
every Gigi [would] love and [be] loved just as much.”
—Paula
Because Jo Ann owns a renowned performing-arts school in
Massachusetts, she and her grandson also visit a stage at a dance
recital, which Jo Ann has done countless times over the course of
decades of teaching dance. Her grandson is delighted and proud
to perform his dance number for her.
Since the author “spends every minute possible living life to
the fullest and making more memories with her grandson,” this
picture book is a joyous celebration of their experiences together.
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